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Corporate Engineering, Technology , and  Operations
Critical Choices











•Growing Personnel Costs 
•Simultaneous Modernization & 
Readiness
Allied Experience
Transformed military structures to 
concentrate on core competencies
• Migrate uniformed personnel to only      
combat / combat support functions
• Employ of public / private partnerships
• Foster commercial joint ventures
US Force Structure Costs













• Integrated autonomy in a Joint Force 
environment
• Operations with reduced manpower
• ROI in relation to the full manpower life 
cycle
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Focus on Combat Operations
Total US Active Duty and DoD Civilian Personnel







192,000 33,000 226,000 n/a 226,000
Other 1,019,000 215,000 1,234,000 784,000 2,018,000
Ratio—tail : tooth 5:1 6:1 5:1 n/a 9:1
Non-combat essential functions may be considered 
for private sector partnerships
• Financial accounting/independent audits
• Logistics (supply chain and distribution)
• Data center operations 
As the U.S. military considers force reduction, it is imperative that 
the nation retain essential military capability
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Public Private Partnerships 
Singapore Basic Wings Course F-22 – Ogden AFB 






• Enhanced Use Lease
Can we capitalize on prior efforts?
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Joint Ventures - AMMROC
• Joint venture enterprise between 
Mubadala, Sikorsky, & Lockheed Martin 
• Unifies all logistic and maintenance 
efforts into a single entity
• Coordinates all required OEM and third 
party contractors
• Combines all supply chain authority 
under one entity 
The Best of Government and the Best of Industry
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Strategic Questions
• Does the United States really want a 
technologically-enabled military?
• Are the DoD and military departments ready to 
re-look the public/private sector balance? 
(similar to our Allies)
• Can we continue to provide affordable 
readiness within the current regulatory 
environment?
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